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Improved 135.6-MHz Antenna 
r
A commercially available four-element array can 
be readily modified to receive 135.6-MHz signals of 
the kind which are transmitted by the Applications 
Technology Satellite (ATS). Ordinarily, specially de-
signed antenna arrays must be used for this purpose 
in order to recover very weak high-speed data pulses 
in noisy environments; moreover, ordinary antennas 
are extremely sensitive to ionospheric polarization 
rotation. For example, a typical commercial high-
performance four-element array provides about 16 db 
of gain compared to a linearity polarized dipole, but 
the polarization ellipse is about 10 db. 
The directibility of each of the four elements of a 
commercially available antenna is improved by 
lengthening them, repositioning the feed elements, 
and changing the total element-to-element spacing 
to 1.38 x in both planes; a new quarter-wave section 
is included for impedance matching and for generat-
ing circular polarization with minimum signal loss.
Appropriate lengths of phasing and matching ele-
ments are made of low-loss foam-filled coaxial cable. 
An antenna modified as indicated provides a gain 
of 19 db with a polarization ellipse of about 1.5 db; 
beam width in both planes is about 18° with side-
lobe levels of about —13 db. 
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